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How Zero Trust and Software-defined 
Service Edge (SASE) meet the demands of a 
post-COVID world.

Before COVID-19, most large organisations were embarking on digital transformation, inevitably 
involving a shift to cloud-based apps and services.  At the same time, many were tackling an array of 
competing business imperatives – global expansion,  cross-organisational collaboration, rising M&A 
activity, increasingly mobile working, and an increasing cybersecurity threat landscape - to name but 
a few.

As the pandemic hit, that juggling act came to a halt, overnight. CIO’s and their teams found them-
selves at the centre of their organisations’ COVID-19 response, charged with one clear and urgent 
imperative – enable IT so that your organisation can continue to operate with a remote, or largely 
remote workforce. Business continuity was key.

Transformation programs, as such, went firmly onto the back burner. The immediate demands of 
the pandemic were then addressed, often in record time. In doing so, some of the usual processes 
and policies had to be put aside or worked around, quick fixes were put in without the usual level of 
scrutiny or security adherence - but these were necessary and calculated risks given that business 
continuity, in most cases, depended on it.

Sound familiar?

Now we begin to emerge from the pandemic and prepare for ‘the new normal’, or-
ganisations are turning their attention to the longer term, often with new operating 
models, new ways of working, and a much greater demand for agility, so that another 
crisis of this kind could be addressed rapidly, effectively and vitally, without risk to the 
business. Future preparedness is key.

In order to address the long term, the first and most important step is to review the 
basics: the foundations of any transformation effort and the asset that has become 
higher priority than ever in the pandemic – the network. Only with the right network in 
place, one built for today’s cloud-centric business with cloud security built in from the 
start and identity at its core, do we believe the necessary agility and resilience for the 
future can be achieved.

Now is the time to take a look at your infrastructure and make those investments that 
will then enable you to get back in the driving seat and accelerate your business trans-
formation.
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Is your network  
fit for the future?
The first step is to assess whether your existing networking 
and security infrastructure is ready to support your future 
organisation and operating model, starting by asking a 6 key 
questions:

If the answers to those questions don’t fill you with confidence, you could do what other organisations 
are doing: consider an alternative, coherent and cloud-based approach to networking, security and 
identity. It’s called SASE. 

1. Can your network keep pace with escalating demand for speed, 
performance, rapid post-M&A integrations, and global connectivity? 

2. Are the remote working solutions built to address the needs of the 
pandemic able to support the business for the long-term?  Are they and your 
people secure using them? 

3. Are your security systems properly equipped to detect and manage new 
security threats as they emerge, given a highly likely exponential rise in threats 
as remote working becomes the norm? 

4. Are you concerned that allowing access to cloud-based apps via your 
network could leave your people and your corporate assets exposed to 
security threats? 
 
5. Is the way you manage identity and access control holding back 
transformation by making it difficult to roll out new applications and services? 

6. Is your network just becoming too complex to manage? Is it time for 
simplification?
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SASE: The key to accelerated 
transformation
From our extensive work with large and global organisations, we’ve determined that these challenges can 
readily be met today, and transformation accelerated, by looking at a combination of three key technology 
areas: software-defined networking, cloud security and identity management. You’ll hear this combination of 
technologies often referred to as SASE, Secure Access Service Edge, a term coined by Gartner in 2019, and forecast 
to represent the future of secure networking for large enterprises and governments – a trend they expect to see 
grow significantly post COVID-19 as organisations face even tougher challenges and demands for business agility 
as they look to the future. 

SASE: An agile framework, built for the cloud, delivered as a single cloud service

SD-WAN 
Connecting your locations securely and 

efficiently across the globe in an agile way

Identity & Access 
Management 

Ensuring only the right 
people have access to the 

right applications at the 
right time, securely

Cloud Security 
Securing your internet 
connections directly to new 
cloud applications, in a  
Zero-Trust model

Cloud  
Security

Identity 
& Access 

Management

SD-WAN
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Security embedded from the 
start
It’s important also that security, including identity, in the SASE model is embedded from the start; too often a 
mistake we see in transformation programs is adding it on once the network has been designed, leading to a 
disconnect further down the line. Both networking and security must be considered at the outset in the context of 
your business objectives; your roadmap will then determine the timing of individual elements of your overall SASE 
solution.

Let’s look at these three technologies in brief to explain what they do and why they are important in the context of 
digital transformation.

1. Software-defined WAN (SD-WAN): underpinning transformation

Compared with the traditional MPLS WANs that have served organisations well over the past few decades, an SD-
WAN offers many benefits that help to accelerate transformation, including:

Unrestricted bandwidth. Easily meet new demands for access to cloud apps, video and collaboration tools, 
while supporting the shift to remote working 

Extreme flexibility. Extend or adapt your network in minutes and hours rather than days and weeks — 
without leaving your desk. Take on new branches or sites and disconnect as quickly.

Cost reductions. Go from expensive, static MPLS connections to lower-cost, flexible SD-WAN technology. 
Switch from Capex to Opex at the same time.

Multi-carrier strategy. Take the opportunity to take control of carriers and adopt a multi-carrier strategy that 
lets you optimise your choice of carriers for performance and cost across the world.

Network visibility. Visibility across physical networks, virtual environments and the cloud enables close 
monitoring of network health and rapid decision-making.

2. Zero-Trust cloud security: reducing cyber risk and simplifying compliance

Traditional security models assumed that everything inside your network can be trusted. But the sophistication 
of modern attacks and insider threats means this is no longer the case. For a security posture that’s fit for a cloud-
enabled organisation, consider a cloud-based, ‘zero-trust’ approach to managing your security perimeter.

This new ‘software-defined’ perimeter (SDP) goes beyond perimeter protection by supporting the zero-trust 
approach of ‘never trust, always verify’ — but without the cost and complexity of multiple firewalls, and without 
compromising the user experience. In addition, it integrates seamlessly with SD-WAN, protecting your business all 
the way from your sites to the public internet – and ensures compliance. 
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3. Identity and access management: access made easy and more secure

As your organisation migrates towards the cloud, employees will increasingly expect secure, straightforward 
access to apps and information from any device or anywhere. New starters need access to be productive quickly; 
equally, access for leavers needs to be promptly revoked to reduce the potential for fraud or data loss. Your 
challenge is to protect identities both within and beyond the firewall.

A cloud-based identity and access management system will help you do this efficiently and effectively by taking 
each employee’s unique identity as its foundation. You will also benefit from:

Better user experience with single sign-on and reduced reliance on passwords.

Easier rollout of cloud apps through the use of intelligent role- or location-based access rules linked to 
your existing identity management system (such as Active Directory).

Shorter time to value post-M&A, by using identity as the key to provide access to critical apps, instead of 
having to wait months —  or even years — for the move to a single network.

Unrivalled visibility into who has access to what, where and when — a major enhancement from a security 
and management information viewpoint, enabling better license management and control.

Customers can benefit too – consider taking an Identity solution out to your customers too, giving your 
organisation, though a single cloud-based service, the same level of security around their identities and 
matching access and authority rights accordingly – not only giving customers a better experience, but also 
reducing fraud.
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Integrated in SASE: Connectivity and security, 
providing agility and accelerating transformation

With SD-WAN connecting your locations and providing dynamic bandwidth, cloud security simplifying secure 
application access via the internet, and identity management ensuring that individuals accessing applications are 
authorised to do so, your organisation can confidently accelerate its digital transformation, safe in the knowledge 
that its information — and therefore its reputation — is protected.

Experience counts

Xalient has wide experience in delivering SASE Solutions and Services to large global 
enterprises, all with complex networking and communication needs. Check out 
our credentials on www.xalient.com to see how other large organisations have 
benefited from this integrated, business-first SASE approach. Each client is unique, 
so each has a different set of business objectives and starting point for their SASE 
journey. But knowing where to start can be a challenge.

Get ahead with Xalient’s SASE Readiness 
Accelerator
To get a head start on your SASE journey, Xalient’s SASE Readiness Accelerator, a short, sharp assessment that can 
be delivered in just a few weeks, is designed to do just that, equipping you with a thorough assessment of your 
current readiness and a roadmap to help get you there. 

Benefits  
of the  
SASE Accelerator

Gain a thorough understanding of SASE and its benefits

Save valuable internal resource time that would be spent 
researching SASE and benefit from Xalient’s proven 
expertise and SASE experience

Drive collaboration across wider business teams that SASE 
will impact on

De-risk any future SASE projects by choosing the right 
technologies and solutions going forward based on 
independent expert recommendations

Accelerate your SASE initiatives to ensure your 
organisation stays ahead of its competitors – agile, secure 
and connected.

Find out more at www.xalient.com
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